Congratulations on enrolling with ExamFX! Our training programs are designed to only present you with the information you need to pass your exam the first time. Use the following checklist to ensure you complete our training program in the most efficient manner possible.

**Review My ExamFX**
After logging in, verify your personal information, along with any exam requirements, so there are no surprises!

**Click Here to view the Getting Started Demo Video**
The “Getting Started Demo” is a great tool for familiarizing yourself with our platform and content.

**Set Up Virtual Study Calendar**
This will provide you with your daily study tasks. Select your study start date, your expected exam date, what days you plan to study and any specific days you might need to exclude. You may work ahead, but be sure not to fall behind.

**Study by Topic**
Read every chapter of our streamlined, exam-specific content and reinforce your new knowledge through chapter quizzes. When taking the chapter quizzes, be sure to review missed questions (as well as the reading material). Once you have scored a 70% or higher on your quiz, move on to the next chapter.

**Simulate Your Exam**
After you’ve completed reading the chapters and passed all quizzes, Simulate Your Exam. Our practice exams are state- and provider-specific, so there are no surprises on Exam Day!

**Complete Focused Review**
This feature allows you to link directly to the content where additional study is recommended, based on the Simulate Your Exam results. Repeat the process of taking a Simulate Your Exam and reviewing missed questions, Focused Review, and another Simulate Your Exam until you’re consistently scoring 80% or higher.

**Schedule Exam**
For insurance exams, a direct link to your state’s testing provider is available from the Main Menu. Contact your testing provider to schedule your exam!

**Guarantee Exam**
Passing the Simulate Your Exam will unlock the Guarantee Exam. This is the final checkpoint to confirm your exam readiness. You may ONLY take the Guarantee Exam two times! You must take the Guarantee Exam within 3 days of your actual exam and pass with a score of 80% or better to be eligible for the Money Back Guarantee.
exam tips

Schedule your exam for the time of day when you are most alert.

Head to the exam with plenty of time. A lot of unexpected events can happen and you do not want to be late!

Write “I WILL PASS” at the top of your scratch paper. You’d be surprised the difference it makes.

Read the entire question and pay attention to the details. Never change an answer unless you have a really good reason to do so!

If you don’t know an answer, pick the best one. Go on with the rest of your exam and come back to it later.

Eliminate the answers you know are incorrect. Each answer you eliminate increases your chance of choosing the correct answer.

Keep a positive attitude. If you start to feel nervous, take a few deep breaths and remember you have done your homework and have nothing to fear!